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ABSTRACT
Biologists often perform experiments whose results gener-
ate large quantities of data, such as interactions between
molecules in a cell, that are best represented as networks
(graphs). To visualize these networks and communicate them
in publications, biologists must manually position the nodes
and edges of each network to reflect their real-world physical
structure. This process does not scale well, and graph layout
algorithms lack the biological underpinnings to offer a viable
alternative. In this paper, we present CrowdLayout, a crowd-
sourcing system that leverages human intelligence and cre-
ativity to design layouts of biological network visualizations.
CrowdLayout provides design guidelines, abstractions, and
editing tools to help novice workers perform like experts. We
evaluated CrowdLayout in two experiments with paid crowd
workers and real biological network data, finding that crowds
could both create and evaluate meaningful, high-quality lay-
outs. We also discuss implications for crowdsourced design
and network visualizations in other domains.
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INTRODUCTION
Working with network (graph) data is extremely common in
modern life sciences research. In the interdisciplinary field
of network biology, scientists use graphs to represent a wide
range of biological phenomena, from the effects of chemicals
on human cells to the flow of electricity among neurons in the
brain. Biologists often create visualizations of their networks
to analyze them and communicate them to other scientists in
publications.
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However, creating a meaningful visualization of a biological
network remains a difficult challenge. Displaying the nodes
and edges in a way that minimizes occlusion and intersection
is part of the problem. Even a relatively small network of
50 nodes can produce an indecipherable “hairball,” and many
biological networks contain hundreds or thousands of nodes
and edges. Adding to this challenge, biologists often also
want to create a meaningful layout of the network, where the
positions of nodes and edges relative to one another mimic the
underlying biological knowledge.

To overcome these challenges, biologists typically rely on two
techniques: (i) automatically generating a layout using a graph
drawing algorithm (Figure 1a and b), and/or (ii) manually
creating a layout (Figure 1d). Both techniques have significant
shortcomings. While graph drawing continues to be an area
of active research, most algorithms do not take advantage of
the biological information in the underlying network data, so
their results are too generic to be meaningful. Biologists may
instead manually create a layout, or improve an automatically
generated one. However, this process does not scale well
because it is time-consuming, lacks specialized tools, and
typically requires scientific expertise.

In this paper, we propose and evaluate CrowdLayout, a sys-
tem that uses crowdsourcing to provide scalable, high-quality,
meaningful layouts of biological network data. With Crowd-
Layout, we frame the goal of meaningful visualizations of
biological networks as a visual design problem, and leverage
the human intelligence and creativity of crowd workers to
find solutions within that design space. CrowdLayout recruits
paid novice crowd workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk
and provides flexible design guidelines, abstractions, and spe-
cialized tools to help them create new layouts and review the
quality of other workers’ layouts. As a result, biologists can
leverage CrowdLayout to visualize many more networks than
they previously could, potentially leading to new scientific
breakthroughs. Our techniques may also generalize to support
network analysis in other domains.

We evaluated CrowdLayout with two experiments. The first
(n = 30) found that crowdsourced layouts of real biological
networks were significantly better than two popular graph
drawing algorithms, and nearly as good as layouts designed by
an expert computational biologist. A second experiment (n =
330) found that crowds provided quality ratings of network
layouts that were similar (within 2–10%) to another expert
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a) Graphviz dot

b) Cerebral c) Crowd d) Expert

Figure 1. Four layouts of the same biological network, all representing the response of cells to the compound Bisphenol-A, produced by different
mechanisms. Layout (a) uses the popular open-source GraphViz dot algorithm. Layout (b) uses Cerebral, an algorithm that incorporates knowledge of
cellular locations of proteins. Novice crowd workers used CrowdLayout to create layout (c). An expert computational biologist created layout (d).

computational biologist, suggesting that CrowdLayout can
reliably create and identify high-quality layouts.

Our contributions include: (i) novel techniques for generat-
ing and evaluating scalable, high-quality biological network
visualizations via novice crowdsourcing, (ii) experiments pro-
viding empirical evidence of the benefits of these techniques
compared to expert gold standards and algorithmic baselines,
(iii) implications for crowdsourcing complex design work and
network visualization, and (iv) the CrowdLayout system itself,
released as open-source software.

RELATED WORK

Automatic Graph Visualization
Biologists use graphs with directed or undirected connections
between pairs of molecules: a protein is a node, a physical
interaction between two proteins is an undirected edge, and
a directed edge represents a control relationship [48, 1]. Al-
most every publication in this field includes a visualization of
a network in which the nodes and edges are laid out in two
dimensions. This layout is usually performed by an automated
algorithm that assigns x and y coordinates to each node while
ensuring that nodes do not overlap and that nodes connected
by an edge are close to each other. Popular methods include
force directed and spring embedded layouts. These meth-
ods are implemented in several systems such as BiNA [22],
Cytoscape [44], Gephi [3], Graphviz [18], NetBioV [45] Pa-
jek [12], and VisANT [25].

A major drawback with these visualizations is that layout al-
gorithms incorporate almost no knowledge of the biological
information underlying the networks, making the layouts diffi-
cult to decipher even for moderately sized networks (Figure 1a
and b). Consequently, researchers annotate the networks with
additional information, e.g., cellular functions performed by
the proteins. Moreover, researchers often use their biological
knowledge and intuition to modify the node and edge posi-
tions manually to bring out salient features. For example, the
manual layout in Figure 1d suggests that a flow of information

from a receptor (a protein located at the cell’s outer membrane
to sense signals, red triangle) through interactions with inter-
mediate proteins (colored and grouped according to specific
functions they perform) to transcription factors (green and yel-
low rectangles at the bottom, which execute the cell’s response
to the chemical). This situation persists despite decades of
research in graph drawing and the wide use and maturity of
layout algorithms. Some recent efforts have improved the
interpretability of network visualizations, e.g., zoomable lay-
outs based on grouping nodes together [25], methods to draw
graphs with grouped or “compound” nodes [13], and network
organization by the location of proteins in the cell [20, 62]
(see also Figure 1b).

Humans and Graph Visualization
While much graph layout research focuses on automated tech-
niques, a smaller set focuses on manual or mixed-initiative
graph layouts. For example, Apolo combines rich user inter-
action with machine learning to help users explore networks
of related research papers [8], and Van Ham and Perer de-
veloped a visualization tool that leverages Degree of Interest
functions to support analysis of very large networks of legal
citations [46]. While most of these systems are geared to-
wards domain experts and focus on laying out networks based
on semantic relatedness (e.g. clusters of related documents),
CrowdLayout focuses on novice crowds and laying out net-
works based on protein functions and locations in the cell.
Few attempts have been made to construct graph layouts using
crowdsourcing. A notable exception is Yuan et al. [60], whose
interactive technique decomposes a complex graph into sub-
graphs which are laid out by crowd workers and then merged
using an algorithm. We build on this work by investigating
how unaided crowds can follow high-level design guidelines
and assess layout quality.

Prior work has investigated how humans, including non-
experts, make sense of network visualizations [17, 47, 42,
40, 26]. This work has established, for example, that network
layout design is an acquired skill and most people do not per-



form well at first, but become better with practice. We extend
this work by providing design guidelines, abstractions, and
specialized editing tools to help non-expert crowds become ef-
fective layout designers. This work also reports mixed results
in quality analyses of human- vs. algorithm-generated net-
work layouts. Our research sheds new light on these analyses
through comparisons of layouts generated by crowds, experts,
and algorithms.

A related thread of research considers what individual or syn-
ergistic properties increase the communicative potential of
network visualizations. While it is widely acknowledged
that aesthetics are a key consideration in effective network
layouts [43], aesthetics are difficult to translate into equa-
tions [60], and strict rule-based approaches are often conflict-
ing and brittle [27]. Recognizing this inherent subjectivity, we
draw on the rich body of literature around creative practice
and design critique and apply these findings to crowdsourced
network layout. For example, we leverage empirical findings
like the importance of parallelizing early stage design and con-
sidering diverse alternatives [15, 16]. We also push forward
the growing research on crowdsourced design critique [23, 38,
59, 56], by extending these concepts beyond graphic design
(posters, flyers, slide decks, etc.) to network layout in general,
and biological networks in particular.

Citizen Science and Crowdsourced Data Analysis
Citizen science refers broadly to the idea of non-expert vol-
unteers contributing data or analysis that supports scientific
research [10]. The proliferation of internet access and mobile
devices has greatly increased the scale and diversity of citizen
science projects [6, 51, 31, 37, 35]. For example, the online
citizen science portal Zooniverse [36] boasts more than one
million volunteers who have contributed to nearly 50 projects,
including several in biological domains. FoldIt [29], a citizen
science project designed as a game in which human players
fold proteins — a difficult task for algorithms — has attracted
more than 200,000 players. We take inspiration from these
successes and investigate the potential of biological network
visualizations as a citizen science project. (While this paper
demonstrates feasibility with paid crowd workers, we plan
to eventually target volunteers.) CrowdLayout’s layout re-
view techniques also contribute to the nascent literature on
community-based data validation [52].

Beyond citizen science, other research leverages crowds to per-
form collaborative analysis of visualizations [53, 54]. For ex-
ample, ManyEyes [49, 11] allowed expert and non-expert users
to create their own data visualizations and share them with oth-
ers, and systems like Sense.us [24] and CommentSpace [55]
provided users with structured support for collaboratively ana-
lyzing visualizations of economic statistics and other datasets.
However, none of these projects focuses on network data or
network layouts except Van Ham and Rogowitz [47], who
focus on individual users rather than collaboration or crowds.

CROWDLAYOUT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
CrowdLayout is a web-based system for crowdsourcing the
design and review of layouts for biological network visualiza-
tions. It was developed as an extension of GraphSpace [5], an

online collaboration space where biologists can share network
data. As of this writing, 100+ GraphSpace users have uploaded
more than 20,000 graphs containing a total of over 1.4 million
nodes and 3.8 million edges, across 40+ research projects. The
system was implemented in Python and uses the Django frame-
work, a PostgreSQL database, and Cytoscape.js [19], an open-
source network visualization library written in JavaScript.
GraphSpace allows users to upload and download network
data in JSON formats, visualize and interact with networks,
share them with a group or the public, search for networks
by title or tag, and search within graphs by node or edge la-
bel. It also implements a RESTful API. CrowdLayout and
GraphSpace are both available as free, open-source software.1

CrowdLayout extends GraphSpace by allowing users to crowd-
source layouts of their networks. After uploading a network, a
biologist views the network and sees three buttons under the
Layout panel: Manual, Auto, or Crowd. The Manual button
provides access to saved layouts created manually by the biol-
ogist. Alternatively, the biologist can click the Auto button to
choose from five standard layout algorithms implemented by
Cytoscape.js: circle, concentric, grid, spring embedder, and
tree (breadth first). The biologist can instead click the Crowd
button to launch five design tasks to the Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk (MTurk) crowdsourcing platform. A unique crowd
worker completes each task by designing a layout, and the
system sends the result back to the biologist via the API. The
Layout panel shows each crowd layout in a timestamped list,
and the biologist can easily view each one by clicking it.

When a crowd worker completes a layout, CrowdLayout
launches five new review tasks to assess its quality. Five new
workers provide reviews of the layout, and the reviews are
stored in CrowdLayout’s database via the API. To maximize
scalability, we do not train workers, recruit for or require bi-
ology expertise, or filter by other qualifications (e.g. location,
HIT approval) for any CrowdLayout tasks.

Layout Editing Interface
Either the biologist or crowd workers can use CrowdLayout’s
layout editing interface to design network layouts. The editing
interface (Figure 2) consists of a workspace with the visualiza-
tion on the left, and a sidebar of editing tools on the right.

The workspace displays the network visualization, along with
controls for zooming and panning. By default, the workspace
streamlines the visualization and removes unnecessary details
to help the user focus on the layout task, including removing
node and edge labels and deemphasizing edges by using a
light gray color. Biologists in Manual mode can disable these
simplifications. Node types are differentiated by shapes (circle,
rectangle, triangle) and color (many possibilities). CrowdLay-
out extracts these properties automatically from the network’s
JSON. Users can click on one or more nodes to select them,
and drag to reposition the selected nodes elsewhere in the
workspace.

The sidebar provides more powerful editing tools beyond click-
and-drag. Users can select all nodes in the workspace by
color and by shape. The selection criteria are presented as
1https://github.com/Murali-group/GraphSpace

https://github.com/Murali-group/GraphSpace


Figure 2. The CrowdLayout layout editing interface. In the workspace on the left, the user can click-and-drag to move nodes around, and pan and
zoom around the workspace using the controls on the far left. In the sidebar on the right, the user can take a quick tour of the interface, view the design
guidelines, and provide notes on this layout. The user can also use the selection tools to select groups of nodes by shape or color, and the arrangement
tools to arrange the nodes in one of several patterns, such as circles, squares, and lines (indicated by the red box).

checkboxes, so combinations are supported. Users can also
click a button to automatically arrange selected nodes in one
of six patterns: circle, filled circle, rectangle, filled rectangle,
horizontal line, and vertical line. Additional buttons allow the
user to expand or contract the spacing in between nodes for
any of these arrangements. Because a single button click can
substantially impact the layout, Undo and Redo buttons are
also available.

Users can click a Start Tour button to participate in a brief
walkthrough of the editing interface (activated by default for
crowd workers). A Guidelines button displays design guide-
lines for effective layouts. A Notes button allows users to
provide text notes — for example, issues a crowd worker
wants to communicate to the biologist — and a Finished Task
button saves the new layout and exits the editing interface.

Design guidelines
CrowdLayout provides a list of design guidelines to help users
create effective biological network layouts. These guidelines
are primarily intended for crowd workers, who are assumed
to be novices with respect to biology and cell signaling path-
ways. However, they may also provide valuable reminders
to experienced biologists. Expert 1, a tenured professor of
computational biology with 15+ years of experience creating
layouts of cell signaling pathways and an author of this paper,
led the development of these guidelines. We iterated exten-
sively in pilot studies with crowd workers to strike a balance
between simplicity (avoid complex or numerous instructions)

and effectiveness (make the layout better). The final list has
four prioritized guidelines:

1. Arrange triangles at the top of the graph
2. Arrange rectangles at the bottom of the graph
3. Arrange nodes of the same shape together
4. Arrange nodes of the same color together

These guidelines capture the intrinsic biological meaning of
the networks. Triangles are receptor proteins that are located
on the cell membrane, whose function is to sense the presence
of the specific signals in the cell’s environment. When a
receptor senses such a signal, it communicates the information
to the interior of the cell via interactions with other nodes in the
network; their shapes and colors indicate their specific roles.
Ultimately, the signal reaches proteins called transcription
factors (rectangles), which move to the cell’s nucleus to carry
out its response to the signal. These guidelines seek to convey
the flow of information from the cell membrane to the nucleus.

The guidelines become more interdependent from top to bot-
tom, requiring users to leverage their creativity to optimize
across the guidelines while making trade-offs within the design
space. Therefore, multiple users may generate substantially
different, yet equally effective, layouts for the same network
data. CrowdLayout generates five crowd layouts to leverage
the benefits of parallel prototyping, allowing the biologist to
consider multiple alternatives (Figure 3).



Crowd Layout 1
Flusilazole

Crowd Layout 2
Flusilazole

Crowd Layout 3
Flusilazole

Expert Layout
Flusilazole

Figure 3. Example layouts for the Flusilazole network illustrate the large design space of possible solutions. Different crowd workers created layouts
1–3 using CrowdLayout, with a judge’s overall quality rating of 4, 4, and 3, respectively. The expert computational biologist created the fourth layout,
with a quality score of 5.

Layout Reviewing Interface
CrowdLayout also provides a layout reviewing interface for
users to review the quality of a network layout. The reviewing
interface resembles the editing interface in that both include
the workspace and simplified network visualization on the left.
On the right, the sidebar in the reviewing interface contains
reviewing criteria, rather than editing tools.

Users are asked to provide a discrete 1–5 (poor–perfect) rating
for each criterion by moving a discrete slider. In the stan-
dard version of this interface, each criterion is presented as a
question that directly maps onto the design four guidelines:

1. How well are the triangles arranged at the top of the graph?
2. How well are the rectangles arranged at the bottom of the

graph?
3. How well are the nodes with the same shape arranged to-

gether?
4. How well are the nodes with the same color arranged to-

gether?

Once the user provides ratings for all criteria, he or she clicks
the Submit Rating button to complete the rating task and exit
the reviewing interface.

An alternative version of the reviewing interface, modified for
an expert judge as detailed in the next section, first asks the
judge to rate the overall quality of the layout on a 1–5 scale.
After rating the overall quality of all layouts in the set, the
judge then rates each layout again using the four guidelines.
The purpose of separating these judging rounds is to first
capture the judge’s unbiased perceptions of overall layout
quality before presenting our guidelines.

Usage Scenarios
CrowdLayout can benefit biologists in at least two real-world
scenarios. First, many biologists want to efficiently examine
hundreds or thousands of graphs, but it’s impractical for them
to manually lay out each one. CrowdLayout can provide
reasonably good layouts for all these graphs, in a few minutes,
without biologist intervention. Second, CrowdLayout can
substantially reduce the time biologists need to make a high-
quality layout, e.g. for a publication. The biologist could use
CrowdLayout to quickly create a good first draft of the layout,
and then edit it to maximize quality. In the following sections,
we present two evaluations of CrowdLayout demonstrating
the viability of these scenarios.

EXPERIMENT 1: CROWDSOURCING LAYOUT DESIGNS
For our first experiment, we investigated the following key
research question with respect to crowdsourced layout designs:

• RQ1: Can crowds create layouts that are as effective as
expert layouts?

RQ1 considers whether the crowdsourced design technique
provided by CrowdLayout offers a viable solution to gener-
ating high-quality biological network layouts by comparing
them to expert layouts. We hypothesize that the design guide-
lines, abstractions, and editing tools we provide will narrow
the gap between novice crowds and experts, allowing them to
produce similarly high-quality layouts.

Methods
Generating layouts from algorithms, crowds, and an expert
From our dataset of thousands of biological signaling net-
works, we selected six networks of varying complexity:
Bisphenol, Etoxazole, Fenbuconazole, Fludioxonil, Flusila-
zole, and Triclosan. These molecules are either industrial
chemicals or drugs. Each network captures the proteins in
the cell that are affected by the chemical. The networks were
computed using a path-based algorithm. Our six networks had
an average of 107 nodes (min: 36, max: 210) and 265 edges
(min: 65, max: 543), typical of many of the 20,000 networks
across 40+ research projects shared on GraphSpace. More
complex networks could be divided and laid out as subgraphs
using an approach similar to [60].

For each network, we generated automatic layouts to serve
as a baseline using two complementary approaches. The first
method was Graphviz, a popular, open-source graph draw-
ing package developed by AT&T Labs, to generate an auto-
matic layout to serve as a baseline. Specifically, we used the
Graphviz dot algorithm [18] since it is designed to lay out a
graph hierarchically in a level-wise manner. Thus, we expect
nodes with no incoming edges (triangles, receptors) to appear
at the top and the nodes with no outgoing edges (rectangles,
transcription factors) to appear at the bottom of the layout (see
Figure 1a).

Algorithms such as dot do not use any biological information.
Therefore, we also used a second method, Cerebral [2], which
considers information on the cellular locations of proteins to
lay out networks. Specifically, Cerebral stratifies nodes by
their locations. Thus, it is likely to place receptors in the



“plasma membrane” and transcription factors in the “nucleus”
with other proteins in the network occupying these and other
locations depending on their annotations. The ordering of
these regions in the layout (Figure 1b) mimics the way biolo-
gists lay out signaling pathways in textbooks and publications.

Cerebral is widely used and endorsed by biologists. Gehlen-
borg et al. [21] reviewed 27 tools for visualizing protein in-
teraction networks and recommended just two: Cerebral and
Cytoscape. High-impact biology journals regularly publish
Cerebral visualizations (e.g. [41, 28, 39, 50]). Our study
experts also suggested Cerebral as an algorithmic baseline.
For CrowdLayout, we used CerebralWeb [20], a JavaScript
implementation of Cerebral.

We recruited crowd workers from MTurk to manually improve
randomized network layouts using the CrowdLayout editing
interface. We paid workers $0.50 per layout task, a rate based
on minimum hourly wage in our area adjusted for a 5-minute
task. For a gold standard, Expert 1 also used CrowdLayout to
create layouts.

To prepare the task for manual layouts, we generated six lay-
outs with randomized node positions for each of the six net-
works. We then randomly assigned five layouts to crowd
workers (one unique worker per layout) and the remaining one
to the expert. We required crowd workers to spend at least 10
seconds on the layout task and move at least one node. We
asked the expert to create a layout that they would be comfort-
able including in a publication or conference presentation, to
simulate a reasonable gold standard.

In total, there were 48 layouts in the experiment. For each
of the six networks, there were eight layouts: five crowd-
improved layouts (one per worker), one expert-improved lay-
out, and two algorithm-generated layouts (one Graphviz dot,
one Cerebral).

Evaluating the layouts
We recruited Expert 2, an assistant professor of biology who
does signaling pathways research and was not involved in
CrowdLayout’s development, to evaluate all 48 layouts in two
separate rounds. For the first round, this judge (Expert 2)
used the modified CrowdLayout reviewing interface described
above to provide an overall quality rating for each layout. For
the second round, the judge rated each layout again, this time
using our four design guidelines. For both rounds of judging,
CrowdLayout presented the layouts in a random sequence and
the judge was blind to condition; i.e. the reviewing interface
did not reveal to the judge whether the layout was created by
a crowd worker, an algorithm, or the expert.

We analyzed the judge’s ratings using Kruskal–Wallis tests.
We used these non-parametric alternatives to ANOVAs be-
cause Shapiro–Wilk tests showed the ratings data failed a
normality assumption (p<0.05 for all five rating types). Each
test compared crowd, expert, and algorithm layouts across all
six networks for one of the five rating types (triangle, rect-
angle, shape, color, and overall quality). We followed up
significant Kruskal–Wallis tests with Mann–Whitney U-tests
(a non-parametric alternative to t-tests) and Bonferroni cor-
rections to adjust significance levels for multiple comparisons

(α = 0.05/3 = 0.016). We also report effect sizes (r) for these
with the interpretation that r=0.1 is a small effect size, r=0.3
is medium, and r=0.5+ is large. We used R to perform all
statistical analyses.

To validate Expert 2’s layout reviews, Expert 1 followed the
same review process described above and reviewed all layouts
except the six he created himself (42 total). To measure inter-
expert agreement, we calculated the weighted Cohen’s κ for
the four guidelines and overall quality. The κ scores were:
0.47 (triangles), 0.75 (rectangles), 0.80 (shapes), 0.76 (col-
ors), and 0.79 (overall). Thus, both experts showed substantial
agreement in reviewing for overall quality and all guidelines
except triangles. We conducted a follow-up analysis to under-
stand why agreement for the triangles guideline was lower,
and found that Expert 1 was more forgiving of common lay-
out algorithm errors, such as flipping the relative positions of
triangles and rectangles.

To simplify the presentation and discussion of results below,
we combined the two layout algorithms, Graphviz dot and
Cerebral, under the common heading of “algorithm.” We
confirmed with Kruskal–Wallis tests that the two algorithms
were not significantly different for any of the rating types.

Results

G1: Crowd layouts as good as expert, better than algorithm
The box plot for Guideline 1 (triangles) is shown in Figure 4
(blue border). The expert had the highest average rating (x̄=5
out of 5, σ=0.0), compared to the crowd (x̄=4.27, σ=1.08), and
the algorithm (x̄=1.50, σ=1.17). A Kruskal–Wallis test showed
a significant effect of layout creator on G1 rating (χ2(3)=30.98,
p<0.01). Post-hoc Mann–Whitney U-tests showed significant
differences between crowd and algorithm (p<0.001, r=0.68)
and between expert and algorithm (p<0.001, r=0.84), but not
between crowd and expert (p=n.s.).

G2: Crowd layouts as good as expert, better than algorithm
The box plot for Guideline 2 (rectangles) is shown in Fig-
ure 4 (green border). The judge gave the expert the highest
ratings (x̄=5, σ=0.0), followed by the crowd (x̄=4.17, σ=0.99),
and then the algorithm (x̄=1.0, σ=0.0). A Kruskal–Wallis
test showed a significant effect of layout creator on G2 rat-
ing (χ2(3)=34.79, p<0.001). Post-hoc Mann–Whitney U-
tests showed significant differences between crowd and algo-
rithm (p<0.001, r=0.76) and between expert and algorithm
(p<0.001, r=0.92), but not between crowd and expert (p=n.s.).

G3: Crowd layouts as good as expert, better than algorithm
The box plot for Guideline 3 (shapes) is shown in Figure 4 (yel-
low border). The expert had the highest average rating (x̄=4.33,
σ=0.52), compared to the crowd (x̄=3.63, σ=1.04), and the
algorithm (x̄=1.25, σ=0.62). A Kruskal–Wallis test showed a
significant effect of layout creator on G3 rating (χ2(4)=28.98,
p<0.001). Post-hoc Mann–Whitney U-tests showed signif-
icant differences between crowd and algorithm (p<0.001,
r=0.70) and between expert and algorithm (p<0.001, r=0.82),
but not between crowd and expert (p=n.s.).



Figure 4. Box plots comparing judge’s ratings for algorithm-, crowd-, and expert-generated layouts for the four guidelines in Experiment 1. Crowds
performed as well as the expert (p=n.s. for all), and both performed significantly better than the algorithm (p<0.001 and r>0.50 for all).
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Figure 5. Box plot comparing judge’s ratings for algorithm-, crowd-, and
expert-generated layouts for overall quality in Experiment 1. Crowds
performed significantly better than algorithm (p<0.001, r=0.62), but not
as well as the expert (p<0.01, r=0.45).

G4: Crowd layouts as good as expert, better than algorithm
The box plot for Guideline 4 (colors) is shown in Figure 4
(red border). The judge gave the expert the highest ratings
(x̄=3.83, σ=0.75), followed by the crowd (x̄=3.37, σ=1.47),
and then the algorithm (x̄=1.0, σ=0.0). A Kruskal–Wallis
test showed a significant effect of layout creator on G4 rat-
ing (χ2(3)=23.15, p<0.001). Post-hoc Mann–Whitney U-
tests showed significant differences between crowd and algo-
rithm (p<0.001, r=0.60) and between expert and algorithm
(p<0.001, r=0.90), but not between crowd and expert (p=n.s.).

Quality: Crowd higher than algorithm, lower than expert
The box plot for overall quality is shown in Figure 5. The
expert had the highest average rating (x̄=4.50, σ=0.84), com-

pared to the crowd (x̄=3.17, σ=0.92), and the algorithm
(x̄=1.58, σ=0.67). A Kruskal–Wallis test showed a significant
effect of layout creator on overall quality rating (χ2(4)=28.72,
p<0.001). Post-hoc Mann–Whitney U-tests showed signif-
icant differences between crowd and algorithm (p<0.001,
r=0.62) between expert and algorithm (p<0.001, r=0.75), and
between crowd and expert (p<0.01, r=0.45).

Time: Crowd faster than expert, slower than algorithm
The expert spent more time on each layout (x̄=14 min)
than crowd workers (x̄=5). The time required to generate
a Graphviz dot or Cerebral layout was trivial.

Discussion
Experiment 1 considered how effectively CrowdLayout could
enable novice crowds to design biological network layouts.
RQ1 asked whether crowds could generate layouts as effective
as those of experts, and we hypothesized that crowd layouts
would be similarly high-quality. Our results partially support
this hypothesis. The results show that for our four layout
guidelines, crowd workers performed as well as the expert’s
gold standard, and significantly better than the Graphviz dot
and Cerebral baselines, with a large effect size. Furthermore,
the average ratings for both crowds and experts across all four
guidelines was high, ranging from 4.17–5 for G1 and G2, and
3.37–4.33 for G3 and G4. In contrast, the algorithm-generated
layouts performed poorly across all four guidelines, averaging
between 1.0 and 1.5.

We observed a slight downward trend in average ratings for
both crowds and the expert across the four guidelines. This
trend seems to reflect the challenge of optimizing for increas-
ingly interdependent guidelines. As CrowdLayout users move
through the list, making changes to the layout, they encounter
more conflicts between guidelines that require them to make
trade-offs. While G1 and G2 focus on node position relative
to the workspace, G3 and G4 focus on node positions relative
to one another — a more interdependent task.

We also measured the overall quality of layouts independent
of our guidelines. With this complementary measure of ef-
fectiveness, we aimed to strengthen the ecological validity of
the study, not only by providing an independent perspective



on the effectiveness of each layout, but also by enabling com-
parisons to our guidelines-based measure. We found that all
three layout sources were significantly different with respect
to overall quality. The layouts created by the expert scored
consistently high (4.5 on average). Quality ratings for crowd
layouts were lower than expert layouts, but still reasonably
good — an average of 3.17, with 75% scoring 3 or higher. In
contrast, both crowds and the expert performed significantly
better than algorithms, with an average of only 1.58.

Taken together, the two measures of effectiveness suggest the
following. First, the algorithm-generated layouts scored low
on each layout guideline and overall quality, and are signif-
icantly worse than either crowds or the expert. Even Cere-
bral, which incorporates biological knowledge to visualize
networks, did not provide effective layouts in this context.
This supports our positioning of algorithmically generated
layouts as a baseline.

Second, the expert performed highly across both measures.
This provides a helpful reality check that experts can create as
well as recognize high-quality layouts on their own terms, and
are an appropriate gold standard here.

Finally, crowds performed as well as the expert on all the
layout guidelines, but not as well as the expert in terms of
overall quality. This suggests that the guidelines we devel-
oped may not fully capture the elements of a highly effective
layout that an expert, with domain knowledge and years of
experience, brings to the task. For example, experts could
use their knowledge of specific protein combinations to create
more meaningful sub-layouts. Additional guidelines may help
close this gap, but some tacit knowledge, such as aesthetic
considerations, may be impossible to distill.

Nevertheless, our results suggest that our guidelines provide
a useful approximation, enabling even novices to create rea-
sonably good layouts. When we factor in elapsed time for
each source, we see that CrowdLayout’s novice crowds offer
a scalable alternative to expert-generated layouts, creating lay-
outs that are significantly better than current algorithms and
satisfy key criteria as well as an expert, in a third of the time,
on average.

This experiment demonstrated that crowd workers can gen-
erate high-quality layouts, but knowing which layouts are
high quality is an equally important goal, and one that is cur-
rently difficult to achieve through automated techniques. We
recruited an expert to judge these layouts, but this solution
does not scale well, and with CrowdLayout we seek to ease
the burden on biologists. Therefore, we conducted a second
experiment to determine if crowds could review layouts as
effectively as they create them.

EXPERIMENT 2: CROWDSOURCING LAYOUT REVIEWS
For our second experiment, we investigated two key research
questions with respect to crowdsourced layout reviews:

• RQ2: How do crowd reviews of layouts differ from expert
reviews?

• RQ3: How much do crowd workers agree with one another
on layout reviews?

RQ2 addresses the possibility of whether crowds provide re-
views that are sufficiently consistent with experts that crowds
could be used to both create and assess the quality of layouts.
We hypothesize that the crowd’s reviews of layouts will be
similar to experts.

RQ3 considers agreement among crowd workers to shed light
on whether crowd reviews are most useful in aggregate, or
individual workers perform reliably enough to provide useful
reviews on their own. We hypothesize that crowd workers will
generally agree with one another on layout reviews, because
they are drawing on similar (novice) backgrounds and are
exposed to the same evaluation criteria.

Methods
For our dataset, we again used the six biological networks
from Experiment 1. To ensure a diverse range of layouts, we
collected 11 unique layouts for each network — five from paid
crowd workers, five from computational biology students at
our institution, and one from the Graphviz dot algorithm. In
total, there were 66 layouts.

We sought to recruit five crowd workers from MTurk to review
each of the 66 layouts. Due to automatic task balancing,
we over-collected a sixth crowd review for six layouts and
under-collected one review for a student-created Bisphenol
layout. Therefore, the total number of crowd tasks (and unique
workers) was 335, not 330 (66×5).

We paid each worker $0.35 to review one of the randomly as-
signed 66 layouts using the CrowdLayout reviewing interface.
Because crowd workers lack domain expertise, we focused
on their reviews of our guidelines and did not collect overall
quality ratings. Each worker reviewed a layout by moving a
discrete 1–5 (perfect) ratings slider for each of the four guide-
lines. We required workers to spend at least three seconds
on the review task and move a ratings slider in order for the
work to be accepted. Most workers spent 2–3 minutes on their
review tasks.

For a gold standard, Expert 2 used CrowdLayout to provide
new reviews for all 66 layouts. We used the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test to measure agreement between the crowd and the
expert. This non-parametric test for matched pairs allows us to
compare the average crowd reviews to the expert reviews, per
guideline, while controlling for differences in quality across
the 66 layouts.

We also considered the extent to which multiple crowd workers
agreed with one another’s review for the same layout(s). To
measure within-crowd agreement per layout, we used Fleiss’
κ , a variant of Cohen’s κ used for more than two raters.

Results
Crowd and expert reviews average ≥90% similar per layout
We found that on average, the expert rated layouts slightly
higher than the crowd across all guidelines. Wilcoxon signed-
rank tests showed that for G1, the average ∆ (expert rating
minus average crowd rating) per layout was 0.44 (σ=0.77),
and this 9% difference was significant, p<0.001. For G2,
the average ∆ was 0.51 (σ=0.73), and this 10% difference
was also significant, p<0.001. For G3, the average ∆ was



Figure 6. Boxplots comparing layout reviews provided by crowds vs. the expert for each of the four guidelines in Experiment 2. Overall average ∆

(expert minus crowd) ranged from 0.10 to 0.51 (2% to 10%) on the 5-point quality scale. The differences were significant for G1 and G2 (p<0.001), but
not G3 or G4.

0.10 (σ=1.09), but the difference was not significant. For G4,
the average ∆ was 0.18 (σ=0.86), but this difference was not
significant either. The boxplots are shown in Figure 6.

Within-crowd agreement mostly fair
This analysis considers how much the five workers who rated
each layout agreed with one another. We used Fleiss’ κ to
measure the crowd’s agreement reliability, with the following
commonly accepted thresholds for κ : ≤0.2=slight agreement;
0.21–0.4=fair agreement, 0.41–0.6=moderate agreement, 0.61–
0.8=substantial agreement, ≥0.8=almost perfect agreement.

For Guidelines 1, 2, and 4, the Fleiss’ κ scores were 0.40
(z=16.1, p<0.001), 0.31 (z=14.1, p<0.001), and 0.25 (z=12.1,
p<0.001), respectively, indicating fair agreement for all three.
Guideline 3 had the lowest κ , 0.13 (z=6.6, p<0.001), indicat-
ing slight agreement. A category-wise breakdown of the κ

scores showed that, within each guideline, workers had rela-
tively high agreement about extreme ratings of 1 and 5, and
much less agreement about intermediate ratings of 2–4.

Discussion
Experiment 2 considered how effectively crowds could use
CrowdLayout to review the quality of biological network lay-
outs. RQ2 addressed how crowd reviews compared to ex-
perts, and we hypothesized they would be similar. Our results
partially support this hypothesis. Our analysis of expert vs.
crowd reviews per layout found relatively small differences.
For Guidelines 1 and 2, the differences averaged 8–10% on the
five-point quality scale, and these were statistically significant
(p<0.001 for both). For Guidelines 3 and 4, the differences
averaged 2–4% and were not significant (p=n.s. for both).
Thus, for a given layout, average crowd reviews were indistin-
guishable from the expert (G3 and G4) or 90–92% similar to
the expert (G1 and G2).

How and why were crowd reviews different from experts for
the first two guidelines? We found that crowds review layouts
more harshly than our expert did across all four guidelines;
for G1 and G2, the difference was significant. A possible
explanation is that our expert is simply more forgiving than
the crowd, perhaps drawing on past experience with what
constitutes an effective biological network layout. A different
expert might be slightly more or less strict with their reviews.

These results are promising, because currently there is no
effective automated technique for identifying high quality lay-
outs, and expert reviews scale poorly and increase the burden
on biologists. If crowds can review layouts as effectively as
experts, then they can potentially replace experts, providing a
scalable solution to the problem.

High-quality crowd reviews close the loop by providing a reli-
able mechanism for assessing the quality of crowd-generated
layouts. Without biologist intervention, crowds can assess
when enough high-quality layouts have been generated and
provide a stopping rule for an iterative workflow (e.g., when
a layout has received high reviews, stop generating crowd
layouts). Crowds can also flag poorly reviewed layouts for
improvement, feedback, or penalization.

RQ3 considered the agreement of crowd reviews for a given
layout, and we hypothesized that agreement would be high.
While the average of five crowd workers’ reviews for a layout
was similar to an expert’s, the agreement among those crowd
workers ranged from fair to slight. One explanation for this
mismatch is methodological. Although the 1–5 ratings are
ordinal, Fleiss’ κ does not allow for weighted categories, so
a disagreement between workers of one point (e.g., 3 vs. 4)
is penalized as much as a disagreement of four points (e.g., 1
vs. 5). Therefore, workers might actually agree more (or less)
than the κ scores suggest.

BROADER IMPLICATIONS

Bootstrapping from Design Guidelines to Review Criteria
In developing CrowdLayout, we first aimed to create a set
of guidelines that would allow non-expert crowds to design
biological network layouts that would be meaningful to sci-
entists. In seeking to measure the quality of those layouts in
early pilots, however, we soon realized that the same attributes
of biological visualizations that make them challenging to
automatically lay out (complexity, size, fidelity to real-world
structures, aesthetics) also made them challenging to evaluate.
This problem recalls the broader challenge of evaluating com-
plex and creative crowd work that has been well-documented
in other domains [32, 61].

Our solution was to attempt to bootstrap our design guide-
lines into review criteria with minimal changes, reasoning that



the collaborative, iterative process that yielded the guidelines
would capture many of the important criteria for evaluation.
This solution appealed to us not only because of its elegance
— a single list of statements could fulfill both needs — but
also its fundamental fairness in evaluating crowd workers’ per-
formance against the same goals they were provided. This
approach extends earlier work showing that self-assessments
help crowd workers learn to perform better [14], and canned
instructions derived from earlier performance can be reused to
provide feedback [34, 15].

While this bootstrapping approach offers advantages in effi-
ciency and symmetry, it can also pose a threat to validity if
not approached carefully. In some domains, instructions for
performing a task may not be appropriate for assessing per-
formance, and system designers must consider whether other,
validated quality measures already exist. Such measures did
not exist for biological network layouts, so we developed them
in an effort led by an experienced computational biologist,
Expert 1. We also recruited a second computational biologist,
Expert 2, whose independent reviews of overall layout quality
supported our guidelines. Expert 2 told us:

I develop algorithms for pathway analysis that generate
hundreds of biological networks. CrowdLayout enables
me to sift through these networks by looking at layouts
determined by non-experts using a set of straightforward
rules. I can glean biological insight about pathway topol-
ogy by looking at these layouts, saving me an immense
amount of time.

These efforts represent our attempts at reasonable and prag-
matic measures of effectiveness, but other equally valid or
superior measures are certainly possible.

Exploring Trade-offs and Synthesizing Alternatives
Network layout is a constraint satisfaction problem and there-
fore also a design problem. In biological contexts like cell
signaling pathways, an effective layout must balance clarity
(drawing on principles of aesthetics and design) and accuracy
(correctly reflecting real-world cell structures). By bringing
crowd workers to this design space, we sought to leverage
human intelligence and creativity to explore this design space
and effectively balance these trade-offs. By default, Crowd-
Layout launches five design tasks for a network. Our original
goal with this feature was primarily to increase the odds that
at least one layout would be acceptable for the biologist to use
or improve upon. However, as our initial evaluations showed
that crowd-designed layouts were generally high-quality, we
observed a second, potentially greater benefit: multiple work-
ers produced different, but often equally effective, layouts for
the same network (Figure 3). This result provided the biol-
ogist with a portfolio of reasonable layout alternatives, but
CrowdLayout does not yet provide any targeted support for
helping them select among them. Parallel prototyping has
been shown to lead to more creative and effective designs,
but this outcome relies on the designer’s ability to consider
alternatives and combine the best ideas from each into a new
design that is stronger than the sum of its parts [15, 16].

Recent studies of crowdsourced creativity and innovation [7,
33, 30, 57, 58] offer insights into how a system like CrowdLay-
out could leverage the crowd’s diversity of ideas by providing
mechanisms for exploring design trade-offs in their layouts
and supporting the synthesis of multiple good ideas into a co-
herent whole. Adapting these approaches, such as libraries of
examples or expert facilitation, for biological network layout
is a nontrivial but important goal for future work.

Crowdsourcing Network Layouts Beyond Biology
This paper focuses on the challenge of creating effective visu-
alizations in the biological domain of cell signaling pathways.
However, this context represents only one type of network
data within biology; Expert 2 suggested CrowdLayout could
be helpful for other types such as gene regulatory networks,
cancer networks, and protein co-complex networks. Outside
of biology, the possibilities are wide-ranging. Networks are
powerful and pervasive as a data structure partly because of
their flexibility to represent such a broad range of phenomena,
from social networks to citation networks [4, 9]. Likewise,
we expect that the techniques CrowdLayout embodies can
generalize beyond cell signaling pathways to other domains
where the visualizing networks for human inspection is as
important as generating them and analyzing them computa-
tionally. Because CrowdLayout’s design and review process
is organized around a short list of interchangeable guidelines,
and its editing tools and representations (colors, shapes) are
abstracted, the software and its underlying concepts could be
adapted for other types of networks. The success of this trans-
lation depends on front-loaded effort to develop of a new set
of guidelines that are usable for novice crowd workers. Once
created, however, these guidelines can be widely deployed to
support network visualization in the new domain at scale.

CONCLUSION
Network data is widely used in biological research, but creat-
ing meaningful visualizations of these networks is challeng-
ing for algorithms and typically requires significant time and
expertise for biologists to perform manually. We presented
CrowdLayout, a system that leverages crowdsourced human
intelligence and creativity to design layouts of biological net-
work visualizations. CrowdLayout uses design guidelines,
abstractions, and special editing tools to help crowd work-
ers without biological expertise create layouts that mimic
real-world biological structures. The guidelines also serve
as evaluation criteria for crowds to assess the quality of their
layouts. In two experiments, we showed that crowds could
design layouts that satisfy these guidelines as effectively as
expert biologists, and crowds could also provide reviews of
layouts that were similar to an expert. Consequently, Crowd-
Layout enables biological network visualization at scale, giv-
ing scientists access to meaningful visualizations of many
more networks than they would be able to create manually,
and potentially supporting new scientific breakthroughs.
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